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My name is Hwang In Cheol from Seoul, South Korea. I am the only son of Mr. Hwang Won, 

one of the passengers of YS-11, which was hijacked by a North Korean agent on December 11, 1969. I am 

writing this email to let you know about this unresolved hijacking case and to ask for your organization’s 

help in resolving the disappearance of Hwang Won. I believe that the support of the ICAO can help bring 

closure to this outstanding case.  

Domestic air flight YS-11 of Korean Airlines was hijacked by a resident spy from North Korea, 

Cho Chang Hee, on December 11, 1969. 46 South Korean passengers and four flight attendants were on 

board. One of them was my father, Hwang Won, who was a TV program producer for the South Korean 

broadcasting company MBC. He was supposed to come back to Seoul, his home, after a business trip to 

Kangneung, an east coast city of South Korea.  

Due to harsh criticism and attention from the international community, on February 4, 1970, 

North Korea agreed to return all passengers and crew to the South. However, on February 14, they 

repatriated only 39 passengers while the remaining 11 were detained in the North.  

According to the 39 passengers who were repatriated, my father in his early 30s at that time, also 

assumed that he would be repatriated to the South.  

While in the North, the passengers and crew were subjected to ideological propaganda, which my 

father strongly refuted. At first, he was isolated from the main group and held at an unknown location. 

After some time, he was returned to the main group. However, on January 1, 1970, my father protested 

strongly against detainment in North Korea and was once again removed. He has not been seen or heard 

from since.  

This is the story of how my father disappeared when I was two years old. Over the years, I have 

attempted to get my father back to my family with support from international organizations such as the 

International Committee of the Red Cross and the UN Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary 

Disappearance
1
.  

According to the communications of both organizations with the North Korean authorities 

respectively, the North Korean authorities insisted that the 11 enforced disappeared people “have remained 

in the North of their own will” and their fates “could not be confirmed” by the authorities.  

The Commission of Inquiry on the Human Rights Situation in the DPRK released its report on 

February 17, 2014 and criticized the North’s authorities for this case stating that, “Despite these calls from 

the international community, no adequate response to this international crime has ever been received.” It 

also mentions the “Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft,” article 9 and the 

article 11 of the “Convention on Offences and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board Aircraft,” which 

the DPRK ratified in 1983. Specifically, these articles dictate that North Korea must “to facilitate the 

onwards travel of any passengers aboard a unlawfully seized plane that lands in the DPRK.”  

I would like to ask you to help facilitate the onward travel of Hwang Won, in accordance with 

articles 9 and 11. Furthermore, now that the North Korean authorities insist that he is staying in North 

Korea willfully, I would also like to ask the international community, including the ICAO, to verify his 

intentions. In order to do this, I want to suggest that the international community meet Hwang Won in a 

location where the North Korean authorities’ influence or power cannot reach. Pressure from the ICAO in 

regards to North Korea fulfilling its responsibilities outlined in articles 9 and 11, would greatly advance 

this cause.  

My life-long dream is to see if my father is alive and to meet him once again. Please review this 

inhumane case and help this long overdue tragic hijacking issue to be resolved. Thank you for your time.  

I look forward to your response.  

Sincerely yours,  

Hwang In Choel 

Tel. 82-(0)10-4744-7391 

hichwang@naver.com 

                                           
1 The two related documents are attached.  


